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UM EARNS RECOGNITION FOR PAPER ABOUT ACCIDENTAL WEB POSTINGS 
MISSOULA-
An academic paper about The University of Montana’s response to accidental posting 
of confidential information on its Internet server has earned its authors the 2003 CUMREC 
New Horizon Grant.
CUMREC, formally known as the College and University Computer Users 
Association, presents an annual national conference for information technology professionals in 
higher education.
CUMREC awarded the grant to Ray Ford, UM associate vice president for information 
technology, and Martha Burtis, director of Web development. Gordy Pace, director of 
multimedia applications in the Information Technology Office, co-authored a companion paper, 
which he and Ford initially presented in October 2002 at the annual EDUCAUSE conference 
in Atlanta.
EDUCAUSE, an affiliate of CUMREC, is an organization devoted to the use of 
information technology in higher education.
The paper, “Inadvertent Web Postings: Public Relations Disaster Recovery,” looks at 
UM’s response to and lessons learned from the Web security breach of November 2001, when 
children’s confidential mental health records were discovered on UM’s Web site. A subsequent
-more-
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investigation revealed that the text files had been inadvertently uploaded to the server, where 
they were automatically indexed and then revealed by UM’s search engine.
UM removed the files immediately upon being notified of their existence by news 
media, but the event was widely reported from the Missoulian to the Los Angeles Times.
The original paper was so well-received at EDUCAUSE that Ford and Burtis were 
invited to submit a follow-up paper for the upcoming CUMREC conference.
With receipt of the New Horizon Grant, Ford and Burtis will receive complimentary 
registrations for the conference, to be held May 11-14 at Walt Disney World in Orlando, Fla. 
They’ll also receive a $600 grant, and their paper and presentation materials will be placed in 
the EDUCAUSE resource library.
As the paper outlines, UM’s response included quickly securing the data and restricting 
access via a strict “need-to-know” basis. The decision was made to limit viewing of the 
records to those directly involved in the investigation, which, for the IT Office, was headed by 
Steve Henry, director of UM ’s Computing and Information Services. Ford, as chief 
information officer, was elected spokesperson but did not have access to the records in order to 
avoid further accidental violations of privacy.
“That was critical,” Ford said. “I explained to the press that we knew we had an 
obligation to them, but that it was secondary to our obligation to the people whose information 
was revealed.”
Through analysis of the Web logs, UM’s investigation eventually showed that besides 
the initial access, which presumably led to the media being tipped, subsequent accesses were 




The paper also highlighted steps the University has taken to prevent a reoccurrence, 
beginning with a new policy requiring training and certification, currently in development, for 
those who post information on UM Web pages. Also key was creation of Burtis’ director of 
Web development position, which will improve protocol and coordination of UM Web 
publishing efforts.
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